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ABSTRACT
Ruiyi Mao Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2018. Studies on Imaging Systems and
Machine Learning: 3D Halftoning and Human Facial Landmark Localization. Major
Professor: Jan P. Allebach Professor.
In this dissertation, studies on digital halftoning and human facial landmark localization will be discussed.
3D printing is becoming increasingly popular around the world today. By utilizing
3D printing technology, customized products can be manufactured much more quickly
and eﬃciently with much less cost. However, 3D printing still suﬀers from low-quality
surface reproduction compared with 2D printing. One approach to improve it is to
develop an advanced halftoning algorithm for 3D printing. In this presentation, we
will describe a novel method to 3D halftoning that can cooperate with 3D printing
technology in order to generate a high-quality surface reproduction. In the second
part of this report, a new method named direct element swap to create a threshold
matrix for halftoning is proposed. This method directly swaps the elements in a
threshold matrix to ﬁnd the best element arrangement by minimizing a designated
perceived error metric. Through experimental results, the new method yields halftone
quality that is competitive with the conventional level-by-level matrix design method.
Besides, by using direct element swap method, for the ﬁrst time, threshold matrix
can be designed through being trained with real images.
In the second part of the dissertation, a novel facial landmark detection system is
presented. Facial landmark detection plays a critical role in many face analysis tasks.
However, it still remains a very challenging problem. The challenges come from
the large variations of face appearance caused by diﬀerent illuminations, diﬀerent
facial expressions, diﬀerent yaw, pitch and roll angles of heads and diﬀerent image

xii
qualities. To tackle this problem, a novel coarse-to-ﬁne cascaded convolutional neural
network system for robust facial landmark detection of faces in the wild is presented.
The experiment result shows our method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods
on public test datasets. Besides, a frontal and proﬁle landmark localization system
is proposed and designed. By using a frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer, either frontal
landmark conﬁguration or proﬁle landmark conﬁguration is employed in the facial
landmark prediction based on the input face yaw angle.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
With rapidly developing 3D printing technology, the new era of printing industry has
arrived. However, currently, more research has been done on materials, structures
and printing process rather than surface image reproduction quality. The need of
3D object with accurate surface reproduction is becoming more and more enormous,
especially for 3D color copies, for example, 3D portraits.
One of the most important aspects related to image reproduction quality is digital
halftoning, which has always been the core research topic in conventional 2D printing.
For 3D printing, how to implement digital halftoning on 3D surface eﬃciently and
accurately is a great challenge. In this work, for the ﬁrst time, one of the most
advanced digital halftoning algorithms Direct Binary Search (DBS) is redeveloped to
cooperated with 3D printing technology to generate high-quality image reproduction
on 3D objects’ surfaces.
In Chapter 2, a novel 3D halftoning algorithm based on 2D DBS algorithm will
be introduced. The halftone results of the 3D DBS algorithm will be shown which
demonstrates its excellent surface reproduction quality as 2D DBS algorithm in 2D
printing.
In Chapter 3, we will introduce a new method of designing threshold matrix named
Direct Element Swap. Diﬀerent from conventional threshold matrix design methods
which are based on level-by-level design, Direct Element Swap method designs the
threshold matrix by directly swapping the elements of the matrix. Experimental
results show that the new method yields competitive halftone quality as the conventional level-by-level design method. Besides, with Direct Element Swap method,
threshold matrix is shown able to be designed through being trained with real images.
Facial landmark localization plays a critical role in many face analysis tasks. Facial
landmark localization has numerous applications in face alignment, face recognition,
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facial emotion recognition, facial motion capture and 3D face reconstruction. In the
past few years, facial landmark localization in unconstrained conditions has received
a lot of attention. With the development of descriptive features, regression-based
algorithms such as cascaded regression become the mainstream in landmark localization. Recently, due to the increasingly large amount of available training data and
the breakthrough in deep learning, the current trend in landmark localization is to
involve deep learning architectures into the solution.
In Chapter 4, we will introduce a novel convolutional neural networks system for
facial landmark localization. In our method, novel coarse-to-ﬁne cascaded networks
are carefully designed for accurate facial landmark localization. Besides, a novel data
augmentation method for facial landmark localization is presented. The experiment
result shows the state-of-the-art performance of the proposed method which demonstrates its superiority.
However, the proposed facial landmark localization network cascade only works
for frontal or semi-frontal face images. When the input face is proﬁle face, landmarks
detected by the network cannot ﬁt the real face. To tackle this problem, a network
for proﬁle face landmark localization is needed. So in Chapter 5, a frontal and proﬁle
facial landmark joint localization system is introduced. The system consists of four
parts, face detector, frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer, frontal face landmark localization
network, and proﬁle face landmark localization network. The experimental result
shows the system can implement frontal and proﬁle face landmark joint localization
with a smooth transition between frontal and proﬁle facial landmark conﬁgurations.

3

2. 3D DBS HALFTONING
2.1

Introduction and Related Work
The emerging 3D printing technology enables human to create complicated 3D

objects and structures with diﬀerent kinds of materials more economically and eﬃciently than the traditional manufacturing process. And with the growing need for
high surface printing quality, improving the image reproduction quality on 3D surface
has become more and more important in the 3D printing area.
A number of 3D color printing techniques have been developed for some time.
Some 3D printers use powder and binder to generate 3D objects, for example the
ColorJet Printing technology from 3D SYSTEMS. Others like MCor Technologies
utilize layer-laminating system to do 3D printing. However, most of them suﬀer from
low resolution and rough surface. Recently the Multi-Jet technology from companies
like HP has been revealed to the public. This technology enables micro manipulation
of a single voxel, which can produce much smoother and higher resolution surface
with high-quality image reproduction. 3D printers equipped with this technology
will have more potential in generating high quality and complicated appearance 3D
objects.
By utilizing Multi-Jet technology which enables voxel-wise printing, digital halftoning will be able to play a core role in improving 3D surface reproduction quality.
Digital halftoning algorithms can be generally classiﬁed into three categories: screening, error diﬀusion and search-based methods. Screening only requires point-to-point
memoryless comparison with a threshold to generate a halftone image with binary
values. Error diﬀusion method includes point-to-point comparison also, but it diffuses the error of the current binarized pixel with original pixel value to certain pixels
in its neighborhood. Search-based method directly searches for the best arrange-
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ment of the binary pattern for the halftone image by minimizing the error metric of
perceived error. Search based methods are usually iterative which requires more computation than screening and error diﬀusion methods which require only one pass of
the entire image and no or very small memory. However, search-based methods yield
better halftone quality than screening and error diﬀusion. A widely used algorithm
of search-based methods is DBS which was ﬁrst reported in [1].
In fact, several works on 3D digital halftoning have been done recently with two
of the main kinds of digital halftoning algorithms: screening and error diﬀusion. For
example, the 3D digital halftoning technique of using dispersed-dot threshold matrix
has been reported in [2]. It generated a 3D volume threshold matrix to halftone a
3D object. Some other works like Brunton et al. [3] and Zhou et al. [4] applied error
diﬀusion to layer based 3D object halftoning.
Another main kind of halftoning algorithm is search-based method, such as Direct
Binary Search (DBS), which is iterative and yields the best halftone quality among
the three main kinds of halftoning algorithms. However, search-based methods still
have not been well developed in 3D printing world. In this work, we modiﬁed DBS
algorithm and applied it to halftone 3D objects.
Regarding DBS algorithm, a lot of works have been made on this within 2D
halftoing area [3–8]. Our work is the ﬁrst trying to adapt it to 3D and is based on the
numerous works done in 2D printing area. However this work is only for monochrome
halftoning, and 3D color DBS algorithm will be developed in the future work.

2.2

Methodology

2.2.1

3D Visual Model

In this Chapter, we use (x) = (x, y, z)T ∈ R3 to represent continuous 3D spatial
coordinates and [m] = [m, n, o]T ∈ Z3 to represent discrete 3D spatial coordinates.
We use f [m] to denote the original discrete 3D continuous-tone image and g[m] to
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denote the original discrete 3D halftone image. For monochrome halftone, g[m] = 0
or 1.
The 3D HVS (Human Visual System) ﬁler or PSF (point spread function) which
will be explained in detail later is denoted by phvs (x). The printer dot proﬁle function which embodies the printer model is denoted by pdot (x). And usually we use
p̃(x) = pdot (x) ∗ phvs (x) to represent the total eﬀects by the printer and HVS models. However, since 3D printers tend to be high-resolution and have consistent size
voxels, the eﬀect from printer model can be neglected so that p̃(x) ≈ phvs (x). So in
this report, we will use the approximation and refer to the HVS ﬁlter as p̃(x).
The discrete 3D HVS ﬁlter is represented by p̃[m] = p̃(Xm), where X is the
periodicity matrix whose columns comprise a basis for the lattice [9]. So the perceived
3D halftone image through human visual system is denoted by g̃(x) and is calculated
by convolving the original halftone image g[m] with the 3D HVS ﬁlter p̃(x) as
g̃(x) =

X

g[m]p̃(x − Xm)

(2.1)

m

and the discrete perceived 3D halftone image is given by
g̃[m] = g[m] ∗ p̃[m] =

X

g[n]p̃[m − n]

(2.2)

n

And the discrete perceived 3D original continuous-tone image is given by
f˜[m] = f [m] ∗ p̃[m] =

X

f [n]p̃[m − n]

(2.3)

e[n]p̃[m − n]

(2.4)

n

ẽ[m] = e[m] ∗ p̃[m] =

X
n

2.2.2

3D HVS Filter

The HVS Filter is an HVS model which captures the low-pass characteristic of the
human visual system. It is the most important aspect used in the halftoning process
to obtain the perception of continuous-tone or halftone images.
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The original 2D HVS ﬁlter models the HVS and assumes the eye sight is normal
to the 2D plane. However, for 3D halftoning, if we directly apply a 2D HVS ﬁlter
for the surface halftoning of 3D objects, we need to guarantee that the 2D HVS
ﬁlter plane is always perpendicular to the surface normal which actually changes
constantly. Besides, for some 3D objects with complex shapes, it might be inevitable
to implement 3D to 2D surface mapping in order to do halftoning with the 2D HVS
ﬁlter, which is highly computational and painful.
To solve this problem, in this work, we proposed a 3D HVS ﬁlter to eﬃciently
and accurately model HVS in 3D coordinate. A spacial 2D HVS ﬁlter is an isotropic
symmetric function on a plane with its maximal value at the center C. All the points
on any circle centered at C have the same value which is inverse proportional to its
distance to the center C. Since the 2D HVS ﬁlter is symmetric and isotropic, the
3D HVS ﬁlter can be built by revolving the 2D circular ﬁlter plane around any of
its diameters and duplicate its value on any spatial coordinate it goes through. By
doing this, the 3D spherical HVS ﬁlter is built and any cross section going through
its center is a duplicate of the original 2D HVS ﬁlter. Similar as 2D ﬁlter, a spacial
3D HVS ﬁlter is an isotropic symmetric function in 3D space with its maximal value
at the center C 0 and all the points on any sphere centered at C 0 have the same value
and is inverse proportional to its distance to the center C 0 .
According to the sensitivity function of human visual system, the eﬀective supporting area of a normal HVS ﬁlter is usually hundredth to even thousandth of one
square inch according to the viewing distance and printer resolution. As a result,
when we apply HVS ﬁlter to the surface of a 3D object, the part of the surface within
the ﬁlter supporting area can be approximated as a ﬂat plane. And since the 3D
HVS ﬁlter is isotropic and symmetric in 3D coordinate, we’ll always get the correct
HVS response without modiﬁcation of the HVS ﬁlter according to the 3D surface
orientation. As shown in Fig. 2.1, a spherical 3D HVS ﬁlter is applied on 3D surfaces
with diﬀerent orientations. It is obvious that regardless of the surface orientation, as
long as the ﬁlter center is on the surface, it is equivalent as applying the one rotated
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2D ﬁlter whose normal is perpendicular to the surface plane, since the cross-section
containing the ﬁlter center is a duplicate of the original 2D HVS ﬁlter.
Surface normal

2D filter normal

(a) 2D and 3D HVS ﬁlter applied on an inclined plane.
Surface normal

2D filter normal

(b) 2D and 3D HVS ﬁlter applied on a horizontal plane.

Fig. 2.1. Applying a 2D circular HVS ﬁlter (blue circle) and 3D spherical HVS ﬁlter (gray sphere) to 3D surface (red plane) with diﬀerent
surface normal (black arrow).

An HVS ﬁlter is created based on the contrast sensitivity function of the human
visual system through experiments. For monochrome halftoning, only the luminance
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channel is used. A work done by Kim and Allebach [10] compared four diﬀerent
HVS models and obtained the conclusion that Näsänen’s model [11] yielded the best
halftone quality over the other three when incorporated with DBS algorithm. So in
this work the luminance contrast sensitivity function based on Näsänen’s model is
used. The luminance spatial frequency response H(ū, v̄) of the original 2D Näsänen’s
model [11] is given by
!
√
2
2
ū + v̄
H(ū, v̄) = aΓb exp −
c ln Γ + d

(2.5)

where a = 131.6, b = 0.3188, c = 0.525, d = 3.91. Γ is the average luminance of the
light reﬂected from the print in cd/m2 . (ū, v̄) is the spatial frequency coordinates in
cycles/degree subtended at the retina.
By taking the inverse 2D continuous-space Fourier transform, the 2D spacial ﬁlter
h̄(x̄, ȳ) is obtained and the units of (x̄, ȳ) are degrees subtended at the retina. In
order to convert the units on retina to printed page, it is discovered that a length x
inches on the paper viewed at a distance D inches will subtend the angle x̄ degrees
as
x̄ =

 x  180
180
tan−1
≈
x,
π
D
πD

f or

x << D

(2.6)

In the frequency domain, the spatial frequency u in cycles/inch is given by ū =
Then
¯
H(u, v) = H



πD πD
u,
v
180 180



√

πD
180

u2 + v 2
= aΓb exp −
c ln Γ + d

πD
u.
180

!
(2.7)

So the spatial HVS ﬁlter p̃(x, y) can be written as
2 
 
2
180
180
180
¯
¯ ȳ)
p̃(x, y) = h(x, y) =
h
x,
y =
h(x̄,
πD πD
πD

2
180
=
F −1 {H̄ (ū, v̄)}
πD


180
πD

(2.8)

In order to obtain the discrete 2D HVS ﬁlter, we start from the Hankel transform
pair
F

exp−kr ←
→

2πk
3

(k 2 + 4π 2 ρ2 ) 2

(2.9)
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where r =

p

x2 + y 2 and ρ =

√
u2 + v 2 . By using the reciprocity property of the

CSFT, we get
2πk
(k 2 + 4π 2 r2 )
By applying (2.10) to (2.7) with k =

F

3
2

←
→ exp−kρ

(πD)/180
,
c ln Γ+d

p̃(x, y) = h(x, y) = aΓb

(2.10)

we get
2πk

(k 2

+

4π 2 (x2

+ y 2 ))3/2

(2.11)

and we obtain the discrete Näsänen’s model HVS ﬁlter
m n 
h[m, n] = h
,
= aΓb �
R R
k2 +

2πk
4π 2
R2

3/2
(m2 + n2 )

(2.12)

where
a

= 131.6

b

= 0.3188

c

= 0.525

d

= 3.91

k

=

Γ

average luminance of the light reﬂected from the print in cd/m2

D

viewing distance

R

printer resolution

(πD)/180
c ln Γ + d

It should be mentioned that S = RD is called Scale Factor and is commonly used
in describing the human visual system. Finally, the circular truncated ﬁlter in the
spatial domain can be written as

p̃[m, n] = ht [m, n] =

⎧
⎪
⎪
h[m, n],
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

√

m2 + n2 ≤ N
√
√
h[m, n](N + 1 − m2 + n2 ), N < m2 + n2 ≤ N + 1
√
0,
N + 1 < m2 + n2
(2.13)
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where N is the radius of the circular ﬁlter and should be properly assigned. In this
work, the printer resolution R and viewing distance D are assumed to be 300 dpi
and 10 inch, which yield a scale factor S to be 3000. This value is commonly used
in halftoning algorithm development. And according to the pre-set parameters, the
ﬁlter size N is set to be 13.
After obtaining the 2D Näsänen’s model HVS ﬁlter, the next step is to establish
3D Näsänen’s model HVS ﬁlter based on the 2D version. As discussed above, the 3D
Näsänen’s model ﬁlter is built by revolving the 2D circular ﬁlter plane around any
of its diameters and duplicate its value on any spatial coordinate it goes through so
that any cross-section going through its center is a duplicate of a 2D Näsänen’s model
ﬁlter. Then the continuous 3D Näsänen’s model ﬁlter is
p̃(x) = h(x, y, z) = aΓb

2πk
(k 2 + 4π 2 (x2 + y 2 + z 2 ))3/2

The discrete 3D Näsänen’s model ﬁlter is obtained as
m n o 
2πk
h[m] = h[m, n, o] = h
, ,
= aΓb �
3/2
2
R R R
k 2 + 4π (m2 + n2 + o2 )

(2.14)

(2.15)

R2

Then the spherical truncated discrete Näsänen’s mode ﬁlter in the 3D spatial domain
is given by

p̃[m] = p̃[m, n, o]
⎧
√
⎪ h[m, n, o],
⎪
m2 + n2 + o2 ≤ N
⎪
⎨
√
√
= ht [m, n, o] =
h[m, n, o](N + 1 − m2 + n2 + o2 ), N < m2 + n2 ≤ N + 1
⎪
⎪
√
⎪
⎩ 0,
N + 1 < m2 + n2 + o2
(2.16)
In Section 2.2.4, we will discuss the the mean squared error between the perceived
halftoned image and continuous image only depends on p̃(x) through its autocorrelation function
Z
cp̃p̃ (x) =

p̃(y)p̃(y + x)dy

(2.17)
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By evaluating the function at points on the printer lattice, we get

cp̃p̃ [m] =

X

p̃[n]p̃[n + m] = p̃[m] ∗ ∗p̃[−m] = cp̃p̃ (Xm)

(2.18)

n

2.2.3

3D Search Heuristic

DBS halftoning algorithm seeks to minimize the mean-squared error between perceptually ﬁltered continuous-tone original image and halftoned binary image. In 2D
DBS, this is done by scanning through the image pixel-by-pixel. At each pixel, we
implement the trial of changing the state of the pixel (toggle) or swapping it with
each of its neighbors in an M by M neighborhood that have diﬀerent state from it,
which is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. By evaluating the eﬀect of each trial change, we keep
the change which decreases the mean-squared error the most. One single iteration
of the algorithm consists of a visit to every pixel in the image. The algorithm terminates when no change that can reduce error is made during an entire iteration or
the iteration number reaches the set maximum value. Typically it requires ten or
so iterations, regardless of the size of the image. Through experimental results, the
larger the swapping neighborhood is, the better quality halftone it will yield at the
expense of more computation.
3D DBS search heuristic is developed based on 2D DBS search heuristic. For
3D DBS halftoning algorithm, ﬁrstly a 3D working space is deﬁned. And each voxel
inside the working space has three diﬀerent status: on the object surface, inside the
object, and outside the object. 3D DBS algorithm scans through all voxels in the
working space in raster order. Since the algorithm only does surface halftoning, for
each voxel, if the voxel is on the surface of the 3D object, the algorithm implements
the trial of toggling this voxel or swapping it with its on-surface neighbor voxels with
the diﬀerent state in an M × M × M neighboring space. By only swapping with
on-surface voxels, the on-surface halftoning is realized and the object shape will keep
constant. An example of 3D search heuristic is shown in Fig. 2.3. And by evaluating
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Toggle

Swap 1

Swap 2

Accept
the
pattern
with the
lowest
error

Swap 3

Fig. 2.2. An example of 2D DBS search heuristic with toggle and swap
in a 3 x 3 neighborhood. The center pixel outlined by a red square is
the pixel under processing and surrounded by 8 neighbors. The state
of the center pixel is a hole. For toggle trial, the center pixel’s state
is changed to a dot. For swap trials, since there are 3 neighboring
pixels with the diﬀerent state from the center pixel, the center pixel
do trial by swapping its state with each of them. For each swap trial,
the pixel swapped with the center one is outlined by a green square.
After all the possible trials have been implemented, the trial with the
lowest error will be accepted.

each trial change, the one which decreases the mean-squared error the most will be
kept. To accelerate the halftoning process, we can build an on-surface voxel look-up
table in the ﬁrst iteration, and scan the voxels in the table for the following iterations
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instead of scanning all the voxels in the working space. For more eﬃcient 3D DBS
halftoning algorithm, the concept of cells in 2D DBS halftoning is extended to 3D
DBS halftoning by introducing the concept of blocks. A block is a 3D volume and
the 3D working space is divided by non-overlapping 3D blocks. In each block, only
one change can be made within one iteration in order to eliminate ineﬃcient changes.
In this work, the block size is set to be 5 × 5 × 5 and yields good halftone result.
In the following sections, how to eﬃciently calculate and evaluate the changes of
mean-squared error with diﬀerent trials will be discussed.

2.2.4

Error Metric

As discussed above, DBS needs to evaluate the error change of the toggle or swap
trials to determine which trial will be accepted. So it is necessary to introduce the
error metric for 3D DBS algorithm. As stated above, we use f [m] to denote the
original discrete space continuous-tone 3D image, where [m] = [m, n, o]T ∈ Z3 . Each
voxel of f [m] on the 3D object surface takes values of absorptance between 0 to 1
for monochrome case. And the voxels of halftone g[m] on 3D object surface take
values 0 (white) or 1 (black). The goal of DBS is to compute g[m] that has the
minimal measure of a perceptually ﬁltered version of the error image. The original
error between the original continuous image and the halftoned image is given by

e[m] = g[m] − f [m]

(2.19)

and the continuous perceived error is

ẽ(x) =

X

e[m]p̃(x − Xm)

(2.20)

m

where (x) = (x, y, z)T ∈ R3 .
Then the error metric needs to be minimized by DBS is the total squared perceived
error given by
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Top laye r

Mid layer

Bottom layer
Fig. 2.3. An example of 3D search heuristic. The neighborhood size is
3 × 3 × 3. The red voxel in the mid layer is the voxel currently under
processing and all the green voxels are its neighbor voxels. For swap
trials, the voxel under processing will be swapped with the neighbor voxels in green if the green voxels are on-surface voxels and hold
diﬀerent state with it.

Z
E=

|ẽ(x)|2 dx

(2.21)
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It is time consuming to calculate E directly for each trial. In the next section, we
will introduce an eﬃcient way to evaluate the error metric change of each trial.

2.2.5

Eﬃcient Evaluation of Halftone Trial Changes

In order to reduce computational complexity, an eﬃcient way to evaluating the
eﬀect of halftone trial changes is given in [1]. In this work, we extend it to 3D space.
Same as above, we use (x) = (x, y, z)T ∈ R3 to represent continuous 3D spacial
coordinates and [m] = [m, n, o]T ∈ Z3 to represent discrete 3D spatial coordinates.
First we deﬁne an additional correlation function
Z
cp̃ẽ (x) = p̃(y)ẽ(y + x)dy

(2.22)

By substituting (2.20) into (2.21), E can be expressed as
Z
E = |ẽ(x)|2 dx
=

XX
m

=

XX
m

e[m]e[n]p̃(x − Xm)p̃(x − Xn)

n

e[m]e[n]cp̃p̃ [m − n]

(2.23)

n

Substituting (2.20) into (2.22), we get
cp̃ẽ [m] = cp̃ẽ (Xm) =

X

e[n]cp̃p̃ [n − m]

(2.24)

n

So the total squared perceived error can be expressed as
E=

X

e[m]cp̃ẽ [m]

(2.25)

m

However, it is still painful to calculate the total error after each trial. As a result,
it is better to consider the eﬀect of toggle and swap in another way. First, let’s
consider of a trial halftone voxel toggle at index m0 . With this toggle, g[m], e[m],
and cp̃ẽ [m] will change as follows:
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g 0 [m] = g[m] + a0 δ[m − m0 ]

(2.26)

e0 [m] = e[m] + a0 δ[m − m0 ]

(2.27)

c0p̃ẽ [m] = cp̃ẽ [m] + a0 cp̃p̃ [m − m0 ]

(2.28)

where the prime represents the new version after the toggle. And a0 = −1 if g[m0 ] is
changed from 1 to 0, and a0 = 1 if g[m0 ] is changed from 0 to 1. δ[m] = 1 if m = 0
and 0 otherwise.
By substituting (2.27) and (2.28) into (2.25), the changing in error caused by a
toggle at one voxel is given by
Z
Z
0
2
ΔE0 = |ẽ (x)| dx − |ẽ(x)|2 dx
=

X

=

X

(e0 [m]c0p̃ẽ [m] − e[m]cp̃ẽ [m])

m

(e[m] + a0 δ[m − m0 ])(cp̃ẽ [m] + a0 cp̃p̃ [m − m0 ]) − e[m]cp̃ẽ [m]

m

= a20 cp̃p̃ [0] + 2a0 cp̃ẽ [m0 ]

(2.29)

It should be noted that cp̃p̃ [m] and cp̃ẽ [m] can both be stored as lookup tables (LUTS).
If the change of toggle reduce the total error, ΔE0 has a negative value. To determine
whether to accept the toggle or not, we should evaluate all the possible trials including
the trial of swap, which we will talk about below.
For a swap trial, the two halftone voxels with diﬀerent binary states will exchange
their current states. The changed error ΔE caused by the swapping of two voxels at
coordinate m0 and m1 is calculated by
ΔE = ΔE0 + a21 cp̃p̃ [0] + 2a12 c0p̃ẽ [m1 ]

(2.30)

where m0 is the same voxel as the above toggle trial and ΔE0 is the trial eﬀect of
toggling the voxel m0 in (2.29). c0p̃ẽ [m1 ] is the cross-correlation after m0 is toggled.
a1 = −1 if g[m1 ] is changed from 1 to 0 through the swap, and a1 = 1 if g[m1 ] is
changed from 0 to 1. By substituting (2.28) and (2.29) into (2.31), we get
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ΔE = (a20 + a21 )cp̃p̃ [0] + 2a0 cp̃ẽ [m0 ] + 2a1 cp̃ẽ [m1 ] + 2a0 a1 cp̃p̃ [m1 − m0 ]

(2.31)

The equation (2.31) is a generalized equation that can eﬃciently calculate the change
in error for both toggle and swap. For toggle, a1 is set 0 and for swap, a1 is set
accordingly.
After evaluating of all possible trials of toggle and swaps, we keep the trial that
reduce the total error the most for the current voxel under processing. After one
change is accepted, we need to update g[m] and cp̃ẽ [m] to prepare for the next
change. The equations to update g[m] and cp̃ẽ [m] is given as
g 0 [m] = g[m] + a0 δ[m − m0 ] + a1 δ[m − m1 ]
c0p̃ẽ [m] = cp̃ẽ [m] + a0 cp̃p̃ [m − m0 ] + a1 cp̃p̃ [m − m1 ]

(2.32)
(2.33)

It should be noted that these are also generalized equations for both toggle and swap.
If the accepted change is toggle, a1 is set to 0. If the accepted change is swap, we
should set a1 value accordingly as stated above.
With equation (2.31), (3.10) and (2.33), we can greatly improve the computational
eﬃciency.

2.2.6

Summary

The above sections give a detailed view of the 3D DBS halftoning algorithm. To
have an overall view of the 3D DBS halftoning algorithm, a general ﬂowchart of the
3D DBS halftoning algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.4.
As shown in the ﬂowchart, the inputs of the algorithm are 3D continuous tone
image and cp̃p̃ which have been mentioned above. In order to make the algorithm
more eﬃcient, we adopted the idea of processing the pixels in non-overlapping cells in
2D DBS halftoning [12]. The purpose of doing this is to eliminate changes that yield
only a small decrease in error but take the same computational cost to update cp̃ẽ as
more eﬀective changes. In [12], it states that they found 4 × 5 was an optimum cell
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size. For 3D DBS halftoning, we extend the concept of 2D cells to 3D blocks. The
3D working space is ﬁlled with 3D blocks and in each block only one change can be
made in an iteration. In our work, the block size is set to be 5 × 5 × 5 which yields
good halftoning results.
input: 3D Cpp (auto
correlation of 3D HVS
filter)

input: continuous
tone 3D image

Visualize the halftoned 3D object with
visualization tool.

Generate initial random halftoned image and segment
the working space with non-overlapping 5 x 5 x
5 blocks. Within each cell only one change is accepted
during each iteration. Set all cells as valid.

Generate 3D error matrix and initial 3D Cpe matrix
(cross correlation of Cpp and error)

Output the halftoned 3D image

orderly scan bocks
in the working
space

No

Yes
Yes
Implement toggle and on-surface swap trial with the
current voxel in 3 x 3 x 3 neighborhood

Evaluate all the trials, accept the trial change with the
most negative delta error and update halftone image
and Cpe. Otherwise no change is accepted.

Yes
If there is no change accepted in the block, invalid the
block

No

Fig. 2.4. 3D DBS halftoning algorithm ﬂowchart.
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Another thing we introduced in 3D DBS halftoning is the on-surface voxel look-up
table (LUT). After reading in the input 3D image, the algorithm records all the voxels
on the surface of the 3D object and builds a LUT. The LUT will be mainly used in
the generation of cp̃ẽ matrix to reduce the computation cost. From equation (2.31),
we observed that the calculation of ΔE for toggle or swap trials only requires the cp̃ẽ
value of the current voxel and the voxel to be swapped with, and all of them should
be on-surface voxels. As a result, the calculation of cp̃ẽ value for oﬀ-surface voxels
is unnecessary and we only need to calculate the cp̃ẽ value for all on-surface voxels.
By using the on-surface voxel LUT, we can dramatically reduce the computation for
cp̃ẽ matrix establishment, which is the main part of the whole computation cost of
DBS algorithm. On-surface voxel LUT can also be used in scanning of voxels to do
changing trials to avoid oﬀ-surface voxels. Since the reduction of computation by
implementing this is much less than cp̃ẽ establishment, we didn’t do it in our work.

2.3

Experimental Results
It is reasonable that people may be curious about the halftone quality of 3D DBS

halftoning algorithm comparing with original 2D DBS halftoning algorithm. As shown
in Fig. 2.5, the halftones of constant tone patches are compared within 2D and 3D
DBS algorithm. For 2D DBS, the inputs are 2D constant tone images. For 3D DBS,
the inputs are one-voxel-width ﬂat constant tone square planes in a 3D working space.
In Fig. 2.6, the halftone quality of a ramp is compared between 2D and 3D DBS the
same as above. We observed that the two algorithms yield the same halftone quality
for ﬂat planes. However, diﬀerent from 2D halftoning, it is diﬃcult to experimentally
visualize and evaluate 3D halftone result and quality since the halftone is not on a
ﬂat plane. Because it is not practical to do real 3D DBS printing so far, a mature 3D
halftone visualization and evaluation tool is needed to accomplish this.
In order to visualize 3D DBS halftoning result, a lightweight 3D voxel visualization
tool is developed in MATLAB. Fig. 2.7, Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 show three represen-
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(a) 2D DBS halftone with absorp-

(b) 3D DBS halftone with absorp-

tance 0.2.

tance 0.2.

(c) 2D DBS halftone with absorp-

(d) 3D DBS halftone with absorp-

tance 0.5.

tance 0.5.

(e) 2D DBS halftone with absorp-

(f) 3D DBS halftone with absorp-

tance 0.8.

tance 0.8

Fig. 2.5. Flat square planes halftoned by 2D and 3D DBS
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(a) 2D DBS halftoned ramp.

(b) 3D DBS halftoned ramp.

Fig. 2.6. Flat ramp plane halftoned by 2D and 3D DBS.

tative halftoned 3D objects with absorptance 0.5. Fig. 2.7 shows a halftoned cube
with absorptance 0.5 on its surface. From the ﬁgure, it can be seen clearly that there
exist color distortion caused by the MATLAB tool if the halftone plane is not normal
to our sight. Fig. 2.8 shows part of a halftoned sphere with absorptance 0.5 on its
surface. It should be noted that the voxel under this viewing angle is not square and
is more like a hexagon. This is caused by diﬀerent viewing angles of a cubic voxel,
which is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. In Fig. 2.9, a halftoned sphere with absorptance 0.5
is shown. Again, there is obvious color distortion for parts not normal to our viewing
sight. It is also because of the non-ideal reproduction of MATLAB visualization tool,
and the correct halftone reproduction can be viewed by rotating the object surface till
it is normal to the viewing sight in the visualization tool. In this ﬁgure, two typical
halftone patterns on diﬀerent part of the sphere are shown on the right. In this two
patterns, it is clear to see that they have diﬀerent shape of voxels, one is square and
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Fig. 2.7. 3D DBS halftoned cube with absorptance 0.5.

the other is hexagon. This is because of the diﬀerent viewing angle of the cubic voxel
which is shown right next to them.

2.4

Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed a novel 3D halftoning algorithm based on DBS.

This algorithm does not require any pre-processing of the 3D original continuous
tone object, for example slicing it or splitting it. And also, it doesn’t include any 3D
to 2D mapping to implement the halftoning algorithm. Instead, it directly halftone
the surface of 3D objects with 3D human visual system, which is quick and eﬃcient.
Through experimental experiments, the proposed 3D DBS halftoning algorithm can
yield very good quality halftone as 2D DBS does in 2D printing. By only halftone the
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Fig. 2.8. Part of a 3D DBS halftoned sphere with absorptance 0.5.

surface of the object and the use of on-surface look-up table, we signiﬁcantly reduce
its computational cost.
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Fig. 2.9. 3D DBS halftoned sphere with absorptance 0.5 and three
typical halftone patterns in 3D halftoned object caused by diﬀerent
viewing angle.
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3. DIRECT ELEMENT SWAP METHOD FOR
THRESHOLD MATRIX DESIGN
3.1

Introduction and Related Work
As discussed in the Chapter 2, there are three main kinds of digital halftoning

algorithms, screening, error diﬀusion and search-based method. Among all of them,
screening is the simplest method to do digital halftoning, which only requires pointto-point memoryless operation. Screening algorithm is implemented by comparing
each of the image pixel value with the corresponding element value in a threshold
matrix to determine the halftoned image. Even though screening is simple, how to
design a threshold matrix that can yield high-quality halftone image has always been
attractive.
There are two diﬀerent kinds of screening, dispersed-dot screening, and clustereddot screening. For dispersed-dot screening, the density of halftone dots varies with
the grayscale of a continuous tone image. In contrast with dispersed-dot screening,
for clustered-dot screening, the size of the halftone dots varies with the grayscale of a
continuous tone image. Dispersed-dot screening has lower texture visibility and better
detail rendering than clustered-dot screening. However clustered-dot screening has
better stability so it is widely used in printing images in newspapers and magazines.
With the development of printing technology, the stability of dispersed-dot printing
is becoming better, which shows a more promising future.
Many works have been done on dispersed-dot threshold matrix design [13–15]. A
famous work done by Bayer [14] is widely used. However, it suﬀers from rigid regular
structures which incur artiﬁcial pattern in perception. Another famous work called
Void-and-Cluster method [15] is done by Ulichney which yields much better halftone
quality.
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Even though DBS is a search-based halftoning algorithm, it can also be used to
design threshold matrix. In [16], DBS was ﬁrst used in threshold matrix design. To
design a threshold matrix, this method generates halftone patterns for each gray level
subject to the stacking constraint. Under stacking constraint, halftone dots present
in a lighter pattern must also present in a darker pattern. A common way to do the
design is to start with an initial pattern at an intermediate gray level, e.g. midtone
level, and then generate lighter and darker pattern by gradually removing or adding
dots. This will yield a good halftone quality over all gray level region. DBS algorithm
is involved in the design of the initial pattern and where to add or remove dots. The
further the levels are from the initial level, the worse halftone quality it will show.
This threshold matrix which takes advantage of the superior DBS algorithm can yield
even better halftone quality than the previous methods.
After the proposal of using DBS to design threshold matrix, a lot of work has been
done on it, e.g. the works presented in [17–20]. However, all of these works follow the
stacking constraint rule and do threshold matrix design level-by-level. By following
the stacking constraint and designing the matrix level by level without treating it as
integrity, the algorithm potentially loses part of its control over the designing process
and some possibly good matrix element arrangements.
In this work, we propose a novel threshold matrix design method based on DBS
algorithm, which is named Direct Element Swap method. Diﬀerent from the conventional level-by-level design of the threshold matrix, this method designs the matrix
by directly swapping the matrix elements using DBS algorithm. The error metric
of Direct Element Swap method is the sum of the perceived error of all the gray
levels included. Because of this, this method does an overall optimization among all
the gray levels equally, without a designated compulsory priority of gray levels like
level-by-level design method. This endows it more freedom and control of the matrix
design. Besides we can assign diﬀerent weights to the gray levels so that some gray
levels may have more inﬂuences on the overall error metric and these levels would
have better halftone quality. In Section 3.2, the methodology of the method will
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be talked about in detail. In Section 3.3, the halftone result of this method will be
compared with other methods.

3.2

Methodology
Diﬀerent from conventional level-by-level design, rather than designing halftone

patterns for each level to construct the matrix, the proposed Direct Element Swap
method optimizes the arrangement of matrix elements directly.
To design an M × M threshold matrix, ﬁrst, a random M × M matrix with its
element value from 0 to M 2 − 1 is constructed. Each of the element in the matrix
is randomly assigned a distinct integer from 0 to M 2 − 1. And then N continuous
constant tone patches with the same size as the matrix are constructed. Each of
the patches is assigned a distinct gray level in the whole gray level range the matrix
will work among, e.g. for 8-bit gray scale, N = 256 and the gray levels are from
0 to 255. These constant tone patches will be used to calculate the error between
the original patch with center gray level and the halftoned patch halftoned by the
threshold matrix. With this error metric, the algorithm can decide whether a swap
of elements will be made.
In this Chapter, we use (x) = (x, y)T ∈ R2 to represent continuous 2D spacial
coordinates and [m] = [m, n]T ∈ Z2 to represent discrete 2D spatial coordinates.
We use fk [m] to denote the k th original discrete continuous-tone patch and gk [m]
to denote the original discrete halftone image of the corresponding k th constant tone
patch. For monochrome halftone, gk [m] = 0 or 1. We use M [m] values from 0 to
M 2 − 1 to denote the threshold matrix.
The original idea is to apply swap-only DBS search heuristic on the matrix itself
as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. By scanning all the elements in the matrix in raster order,
each element has a chance to do a swap trial with its neighbor elements. With each
swap trial, we get a new temporary matrix, and we use the matrix to re-halftone
all the continuous constant tone patches. Then if the changed total error ΔEtotal
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is negative from that of the original halftones, the swap trial with the most error
reduction will be accepted for the matrix, otherwise no change will be made. The
algorithm will do the scan and search iteratively until no swap is made during an
iteration.
M

M

Graylevel
0

M

M

Halftone

.....

swap
trial

Calculate the new total error
after the swap trial

Accept the swap
trial with the
largest error
reduction.

Threshold matrix

Graylevel
N-1

Continuous constant tone
patches
Update threshold matrix

Fig. 3.1. Original Direct Element Swap method

However, an equivalent but more eﬃcient way is developed which is illustrated in
Fig. 3.2. The eﬃcient method ﬁrst halftone all the continuous constant tone patches
with the initial random threshold matrix. By doing this we get N halftoned constant
tone patches g0 [m]...gN −1 [m] with gray level from 0 to N-1. The perceived halftoned
constant tone patch for gray level n patch is given by
g̃k [m] = gk [m] ∗ p̃[m] =

X

gk [n]p̃[m − n]

(3.1)

n

where p̃[m] is the 2D discrete HVS ﬁlter.
The original error between k th halftoned patch with its orginal patch is
ek [m] = gk [m] − fk [m]

(3.2)
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and the continuous perceived error is
ẽk (x) =

X

ek [m]p̃(x − Xm)

(3.3)

m

where X is the periodicity matrix whose columns comprise a basis for the lattice.
Then the error metric to be minimized by this algorithm is the total squared
perceived error given by the sum of all the patches
Etotal =

N
−1
X

Ek =

k=0

N
−1 Z
X

|ẽk (x)|2 dx

(3.4)

k=0
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1

Fig. 3.2. Eﬃcient Direct Element Swap method
Then we do a scan of the pixels in the halftone patches simultaneously in raster
order. With the pixels in the same position of all the patches, we do a trial swap with
all the neighbor pixels in a speciﬁc neighborhood. It should be noted that it should
be the same swap trial for all the halftone patches. For example, in the gray level 0
patch, we do a swap trial between pixel m0 and its neighbor pixel m1 , and for all
the rest halftone patches, we do the same swap trial between m0 pixel and m1 pixel
regardless of the states of the two pixels.
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In order to evaluate the swap trial eﬀect of all the patches, we ﬁrst deﬁne the
additional correlation function for k th patch
Z
cp̃˜ek (x) = p(y)˜
˜ ek (y + x)dy

(3.5)

Substitute (3.3) into (3.5), we get
cp̃˜ek [m] = cp˜
˜ek [Xm] =

X

ek [n]cp̃p̃ [n − m]

(3.6)

n

where cp̃p̃ is the autocorrelation of 2D HVS ﬁlter.
The changing in the total perceived error of all the patches caused by a trial swap
is given by
ΔEtotal =

N
−1
X
k=0

ΔEk =

N
−1 Z
X

|ẽ0k (x)|2 dx

Z
−


|ẽk (x)| dx
2

(3.7)

k=0

where ẽ0k is the new perceived error of k th patch after the swap trial.
With the same derivation procedure as in [5] for a single patch, we get the total
error change for a swap trial in all the patches as
ΔEtotal =

N
−1
X


� 2
2
(a0k + a1k
)cp̃p̃ [0] + 2a0k cp˜
˜ek [m0 ] + 2a1k cp˜
˜ek [m1 ] + 2a0k a1k cpp̃
˜ [m1 − m0 ]

k=0

(3.8)
where m0 and m1 are the pixel under processing and the pixel to be swapped with in
the trial respectively. The value of a0k and a1k should be assigned with the following
equation
⎧
⎪
⎪
(−1, 1), gk [m0 ] = 1, gk [m1 ] = 0
⎪
⎨
(a0k , a1k ) =
(1, −1) gk [m0 ] = 0, gk [m1 ] = 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0,
gk [m0 ] = gk [m1 ]

(3.9)

After evaluating all possible swap trials of the pixel with the same position in all
the halftone patches, we keep the swap trial that reduces the total error the most for
this pixel in all the halftone patches simultaneously. At the same time, we do the
update in the threshold matrix by swapping the same pair of elements corresponding
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to the pair of pixels swapped in the halftone patches. Besides, the cp̃ẽ matrix for each
patch should also be updated. The equations for doing these are given below
gk0 [m] = gk [m] + a0k δ[m − m0 ] + a1k δ[m − m1 ]

(3.10)

M 0 [m] = M [m] + (δ[m − m1 ] + δ[m − m0 ])(M [m0 ] − M [m1 ])

(3.11)

c0p˜˜ek [m] = cp˜
p [m − m0 ] + a1k cp̃˜
p [m − m1 ]
˜ek [m] + a0k cp̃˜

(3.12)

th
where gk0 [m], c0p˜
patch
˜e matrix for k
˜ek [m] are the updated halftone image and cp˜

after a swap is made. M 0 [m] is the updated threshold matrix after a swap is made.
When there is no change made in an iteration, the Direct Element Swap method
algorithm will terminate. And the updated matrix M is the optimized threshold
matrix for this error metric.

3.3

Experimental Results
In this section, Direct Element Swap method is compared with conventional level-

by-level design method and advanced DBS method.
The 256×256 threshold matrix designed by Direct Element Swap method includes
256 gray levels in total. The 256 × 256 threshold matrix designed by conventional
level-by-level design also includes 256 gray levels in total and is designed from gray
level 127 up and down separately to gray level 255 and gray level 0. All these halftone
algorithms use a scale factor 3000 for HVS ﬁlter.
From Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, it can be discovered that Direct Element
Swap yields a competitive and similar halftone quality comparing with the conventional level-by-level design method. However, DBS has much better halftone quality
than both of them, since DBS is a search-based method.

Fig. 3.3. Ramp (absorptance 1 to 0.5) halftoned with diﬀerent methods.

(c) DBS.

(b) 256 levels 256 × 256 level-by-level designed matrix.

(a) 256 levels 256 × 256 Direct Element Swap designed matrix.
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Fig. 3.4. Ramp (absorptance 0 to 0.5) halftoned with diﬀerent methods.

(c) DBS.

(b) 256 levels 256 × 256 level-by-level designed matrix.

(a) 256 levels 256 × 256 Direct Element Swap designed matrix.
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(a) 256 levels 256 × 256 Direct Element Swap (b) 256 levels 256 × 256 level-by-level designed
designed matrix.

matrix.

(c) DBS.

Fig. 3.5. Lenna halftoned with diﬀerent methods.
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3.4

Image Trained Threshold Matrix Using Direct Element Swap Method
By using the proposed Direct Element Swap method, no stacking constraint rule

is required and the threshold matrix is designed through the optimization over all
gray levels. Following this concept, it has been discovered that a threshold matrix
can be designed through an optimization on real images instead of on constant tone
patches of diﬀerent gray levels. By doing so, the designed matrix will perform better
on the images that are used in training or on images with the similar style as the
training images. In this section, for the ﬁrst time, threshold matrix trained with real
images is investigated and realized.
M

M

Image

Image patch

Image patch
12

Image patch
ln

Image patch
21

Image patch

Image patch

22

2n

Image patch
ml

Image patch
m2

Image patch

11

Image partition

mn

Fig. 3.6. Image patches obtained through image partition.

In order to train a threshold matrix, image patches with the same size as the
threshold matrix are required. Image patches can be obtained by images partition, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.6. A training image is partitioned into mn small image patches
with the same size M × M as the threshold matrix to be designed. And all training
images are processed with the same partition method to generate training image
patches.
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Fig. 3.7. Threshold matrix training with real images using Direct
Element Swap method.

Then the threshold matrix is designed using Direct Element Swap method with
real image patches as shown in Fig. 3.7. An initial M × M matrix with its element
value from 0 to M 2 −1 is constructed. Each of the elements in the matrix is randomly
assigned a distinct integer from 0 to M 2 − 1. N real image patches with the same
size as the matrix are used in the matrix optimization. By using Direct Element
Swap method, matrix elements swap trials similar as DBS algorithm are applied to
the initial threshold matrix. Halftoned image patches are obtained using the matrix
after element swap. The element swap trial that reduces the error between original
image patches and halftoned image patches the most will be accepted in each search.
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The algorithm will do the scan and search iteratively on all matrix elements until no
element swap can further reduce the error.
Experiments have been done using the proposed methods. A 2560 × 1440 image
as shown in Fig. 3.8 is used to train a 256 × 256 threshold matrix using direct element
swap method. Total 60 256 × 256 image patches are obtained from the original image
and are used in training. A threshold matrix trained with the image patches are then
compared with the matrix design by level-by-level method and by Direct Element
Swap method using 256 constant tone patches from gray level 0 - 255. The three
matrices are used to halftone the image shown in Fig. 3.8 which is the original
training image. The halftone images and halftone RMSE comparisons between the
three matrices are shown in Fig. 3.9 and Table. 3.1.
From the comparison, it can be seen that similar halftone quality and RMSE are
obtained for level-by-level designed matrix and Direct Element Swap designed matrix
using constant tone patches. And the halftone image using the matrix trained with
the same image has better halftone quality and smaller error.
Then experiments have done to test the image trained matrix’s performance on
images other than its original training image. The Fig. 3.10 ”Lenna” is used in
the experiment. Another threshold matrix trained by Fig. 3.10 ”Lenna” is compared
with the three threshold matrices mentioned above. The halftone images and halftone
RMSE comparisons between the four matrices are shown in Fig. 3.11 and Table. 3.2.

Fig. 3.8. Image for threshold matrix training.
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patches.

(d) Original image.

Fig. 3.9. Images halftoned with threshold matrices designed by diﬀerent methods.

tone patches.

designed matrix with 255 constant designed matrix with real image

(a) Level-by-level designed matrix. (b) Direct Element Swap method (c) Direct Element Swap method
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Table 3.1.
Comparison of RMSE between original image Fig. 3.8 and image
halftoned with diﬀerent threshold matrices
Threshold matrix used for halftoning

RMSE (%)

Level-by-level designed matrix

2.795

Matrix designed with 255 constant tone patches

2.851

Matrix trained with real image patches

2.143

Fig. 3.10. Lenna image.

From the experiment results, it can be seen that level-by-level designed matrix and
direct element swap designed matrix using constant tone patches still have similar
halftone quality and RMSE. And the same as the last experiment, the matrix trained
with Fig. 3.10 has the best halftone quality on the same image. However, the matrix
trained with Fig. 3.8 has worse halftone quality on the diﬀerent image. There are
several possible reasons for this. Firstly, the training image patches for this matrix
are relatively few, only 60 training patches. This may result the trained matrix ﬁts
too well to the training data but hard to generalize for other images. So when it
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Table 3.2.
Comparison of RMSE between original image Fig. 3.10 and image
halftoned with diﬀerent threshold matrices
Threshold matrix used for halftoning

RMSE (%)

Level-by-level designed matrix

2.218

Matrix designed with 255 constant tone patches

2.298

Matrix trained with Fig. 3.8

2.985

Matrix trained with Fig. 3.10

1.572

is used to halftone images other than the training images, worse halftone quality is
obtained. Secondly, in this experiment, the image style of the image to be halftoned
Fig. 3.10 is very diﬀerent from the training image Fig. 3.8. Fig. 3.8 which is a photo
of buildings contains much more immediate gray level changes and detailed structures
comparing with Fig. 3.10 which is a portrait photo. Because of this, the generated
matrix may perform worse on images with a diﬀerent style than its training images.

3.5

Conclusion
In this chapter, a threshold matrix design method called Direct Element Swap

method is proposed. Diﬀerent from the conventional level-by-level design method,
Direct Element Swap method designs the threshold matrix by directly swapping matrix elements through iterative search. By doing so, no stacking constraint of level-bylevel design is required and more ﬂexibility can be obtained during the matrix design
process, for example assigning diﬀerent weights to diﬀerent patches. The experimental results show that the proposed Direct Element Swap method yields competitive
halftone quality compared with the conventional level-by-level design.
Besides, by using the proposed Direct Element Swap method, for the ﬁrst time,
threshold matrix can be designed through being trained with real images. Much
better halftone qualities can be obtained by a matrix trained with the same images
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(a) Matrix trained with Fig. 3.8.

(b) Matrix trained with Fig. 3.10.

(c) Level-by-level designed matrix.

(d) Matrix designed with 255 constant tone
patches.

Fig. 3.11. Images halftoned with threshold matrix designed by diﬀerent methods.
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comparing with level-by-level designed matrix and constant tone patches trained matrix. The potential applications for this image trained matrix are under investigation.
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4. HUMAN FACIAL LANDMARK LOCALIZATION
USING NOVEL CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORK CASCADE
4.1

Introduction
Facial landmark localization is a topic in computer vision. It can also be referred

to as facial landmark detection, facial keypoint detection or face alignment. It aims
at automatically detecting and localizing distinctive human facial features, such as
edges and corners of the face and facial components. A number of facial landmark
conﬁgurations have been developed, such as 68 points, 51 points, 49 points, and 5
points. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the 68 points frontal facial landmark conﬁguration that is
used in this work. The 68 points conﬁguration well describes the shape and location
of face outline and facial components including eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth.
Facial landmark localization is regarded as the basis for many face analysis tasks.
It is beneﬁcial for numerous applications, such as face recognition, face tracking, head
pose estimation, facial expression/emotion recognition, facial motion capture, virtual
makeover, face model reconstruction and so on. Even though huge progress has been
made in recent years, facial landmark localization in the unconstrained environment
is still a very challenging problem in computer vision. The challenges come from the
large variations of face appearance caused by diﬀerent illuminations, diﬀerent facial
expressions, diﬀerent yaw, pitch and roll angles of heads and diﬀerent image qualities.
Many well-known facial landmark localization algorithms in early works are based
on model-based approaches such as Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [21–25], Constrained Local Models (CLMs) [26–29] and Active Shape Models (ASMs) [30–34].
With the development of descriptive features, regression-based algorithms became
the main stream in landmark localization. However, most of these algorithms have
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Fig. 4.1. 68 points frontal facial landmark conﬁguration.
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unsatisfying performance in unconstrained scenarios. Because of this, facial landmark
localization in unconstrained conditions has received a lot of attention in the past few
years.
Recently, with the breakthrough and development of deep learning, more and
more works of landmark localization involve deep learning architectures into their
solutions. Sun et al. [35] ﬁrst applied convolutional neural network into the cascaded
regression framework. After that, more works have been done using deep neural
networks. Among them, some works further exploited the cascaded convolutional
neural networks framework and achieved state-of-the-art performance. All the works
using the cascaded framework share the same strategy of level-wise coarse-to-ﬁne
reﬁnement. A ﬁrst level network is trained to obtain a rough but robust prediction
of all facial landmarks. At the following levels, the subnetworks are trained to locally
reﬁne a subset of facial landmarks generated by networks from the previous level.
Each subnetwork is trained to predict one or several landmarks within a regional
input image cropped according to the landmarks prediction from the previous level
network. For example, a mouth region image is cropped out according to the landmark
predictions from the previous level network and then fed to a subnetwork for further
mouth region landmarks reﬁnement. It has been demonstrated that by utilizing deep
learning methodologies such as deep convolutional neural network cascade, superior
robustness and accuracy have been achieved compared with previous methods.
However, for all the work using convolutional neural network cascade framework so
far, their second or higher level subnetworks take the locally cropped image as the only
input. Through experiments, we discovered that the conventional neural networks
cascade doesn’t work well for complicated and very deformable facial component, for
example mouths. Our experimental result shows that the error of landmark prediction
obtained from mouth region second level subnetwork is even larger than that of ﬁrst
level network mouth landmarks prediction. The representative examples are shown
in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.2, it can be seen that the mouth is occluded
by hands, and the mouth landmark prediction from the ﬁrst level network is better
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than that from the conventional second level subnetworks. Fig. 4.3(a) shows the
mouth landmark prediction from the conventional second level mouth subnetwork
and seems relatively good. However, if we put the mouth landmark predictions back
to the whole face scale in Fig. 4.3(b), it can be seen that the center landmarks of the
nose, mouth, and chin marked by red circle are not lined up as expected. They are
all supposed to be on the mid perpendicular of the face and obviously the predicted
center points of mouth from conventional second level subnetworks shift from that.
These are where the error comes from.

(a) Landmark prediction from ﬁrst level

(b) Landmark prediction from second

network.

level networks.

Fig. 4.2. Comparison of mouth region landmark predictions from ﬁrst
level network and second level networks.

There are several reasons for the deteriorated performance of conventional second
level network on mouth landmark predictions. Firstly, with the regional cropped
image as the only input, the second level subnetworks only have local information
to make the prediction without any assistance from global information. Since facial
landmarks are mutually correlated and landmarks within a particular region can be
aﬀected by other parts of the face, this will deteriorate landmark localization accuracy
and robustness, especially for locally corrupted or occluded faces. As shown in the
failure cases above, the second level subnetwork lacks facial global information so
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(a) Mouth landmark prediction from sec-

(b) Landmark prediction from second

ond level mouth region network.

level mouth region network in the scale
of whole face. Points marked by red circle are not on the face mid perpendicular
as expected.

Fig. 4.3. A failure case of second level mouth region network.

that it has no clue of where the face mid perpendicular is, which results in the bad
prediction of mouth landmarks shown in Fig. 4.2 and shifted landmarks shown in
Fig. 4.3. Secondly, with the conventional network cascade, the landmark information
generated by a network is only used to deﬁne a rectangular image region for the
following subnetworks to take as input and make predictions from. The high-level
features and generated landmark coordinates are then wasted and not used by the
following subnetworks, which is ineﬃcient.
Another problem is that most of the algorithms need a separate face detector
to generate face bounding boxes and then implement landmark localization within
them. And the performance of the landmark localization algorithms highly relies
on the consistency and accuracy of the detected face bounding boxes for the input
images generated by a face detector. [36] claims that a large portion of its error can
be attributed to the poor face detector it uses. To solve this problem, a bounding box
aggregation technique is introduced in [37] in order to generate stable and accurate
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face bounding boxes. Multiple face detectors are used simultaneously in this method
to provide input to a bounding box aggregation algorithm to generate an accurate
ﬁnal bounding box. However this solution is computational and ineﬃcient.
It is critical for a landmark localization method to be robust to both variant input
face images and variant face detectors or detected face bounding boxes. To tackle
the problems mentioned above, a novel coarse-to-ﬁne convolutional neural network
cascade architecture is presented whose subnetworks can take not only local images
but also global information from previous networks as inputs. Besides, we present a
novel data augmentation method for training facial landmark localization networks
called bounding box expansion. By using this method, our system has excellent
robustness to both input face images and detected face bounding boxes. Experimental
evaluations show that our system demonstrates superior robustness and accuracy
comparing with other state-of-the-art methods. Diﬀerent from some previous works
[35,36,38], our method doesn’t do point-wise reﬁnement or image pre-alignments but
still obtains higher accuracy.

4.2

Related Work
Works in facial landmark localization can be divided into two categories: genera-

tive methods and discriminative methods. For generative methods, a prior generative
model for both the face shape and appearance is generated and used. Works such as
Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [21–25] and Active Shape Models (ASMs) [30–34]
are using generative methods. For discriminative methods, they directly infer the
target location from facial appearances. Works such as Constrained Local Models (CLMs) [26–29] and Deformable Part Models (DPMs) [39–42] are discriminative
methods.
However, these early works didn’t work well for faces in the wild, and the trend
moved to regression based method as well as deep learning which can also be categorized as discriminative methods.
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Regression based methods predict facial landmarks directly from appearance.
Most regression based methods utilize a cascaded regression framework and coarse-toﬁne manner, in which the landmark predictions are continually improved, for example
Stochastic Descent Method (SDM) [43], LBF [44] and Coarse-to-Fine Shape Searching
(CFSS) [45].
With the development of deep learning, this technique has recently been used in
landmark localization. Sun et al. [35] ﬁrst used a three-level cascaded convolutional
neural network for robust facial landmark localization. By using the similar method
of convolutional neural network cascade, more works have been done by cascading
more levels [36, 38, 46]. Besides, Zhang et al. [47] developed a multi-task network to
tackle both facial landmark localization and facial attribute classiﬁcation. Trigeorgis
et al. [48] ﬁrst applied recurrent neural networks to facial landmark localization.

4.3

Convolutional Neural Network Cascade

4.3.1

Overview

Fig. 4.4 brieﬂy illustrates the two-level cascaded facial landmark localization
system. The system works in a coarse-to-ﬁne manner and consists of three parts:
face detector, ﬁrst level network and second level networks. A face bounding box is
generated by the face detector. Then the face image is cropped by the face bounding
box and fed to the ﬁrst level network. An initial prediction of all facial landmark
points is generated by the ﬁrst level network. By using the ﬁrst level initial landmark
prediction, regional images containing facial components are cropped and fed to the
corresponding second level networks. Further component-wise landmark reﬁnements
are done by second level networks to generate the ﬁnal output.
A CNN based face detector is trained and used in the system. The ﬁrst level
network is used for generating a robust initial prediction for all facial landmarks.
By training with numerous whole face images, the ﬁrst level network is capable of
giving rough but robust predictions even if some landmark points are invisible. This
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is because the ﬁrst level network takes the full face as its input to better use global
information, context, and structure of faces, avoiding the problem of local minimum
and corrupted or ambiguous local features which may result in inaccurate predictions.
Even though ﬁrst level network can handle large variations of input face images,
its landmark prediction accuracy is limited by the model size, especially for the landmarks of some deformable facial components such as mouth and eyes. Since these
components take up only a portion of the whole face and deform a lot with diﬀerent expressions, making the precise prediction for all the landmarks is diﬃcult for a
single network targeting at making an overall prediction. Since the performance of
a network is not linearly proportional to its model size, if we try to improve prediction accuracy by only increasing model size or network depth, it is very likely that
limited improvement can be obtained at the cost of huge model size, long network
forward propagating time, and more diﬃcult training process. In order to get both
high accuracy and small model size so that the system can be deployed in mobile devices, strategies like coarse-to-ﬁne and divide-and-conquer should be involved, which
introduces the cascaded neural network architecture. Following the strategies, one or
more levels of networks are cascaded following the ﬁrst level network. At each level,
the networks are trained to locally reﬁne a subset of facial landmarks generated by
networks from the previous level.
In our work, two levels of networks are used, and the second level networks are
trained and cascaded following the ﬁrst level network. With a robust initial prediction
of all facial landmark points from the ﬁrst level, second level networks will take a closer
look at the details of each facial component and implement further landmark local
reﬁnement. By doing so, the prediction burden is well distributed across the networks
in diﬀerent levels, and networks in later levels can better focus on regional landmarks
prediction, so that good performance can be achieved by the cascaded networks of
moderate size.
Not as some previous work doing point-wise reﬁnement, in this work a facial
component-wise landmark reﬁnement is utilized. This is because compared with
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other facial landmarks, landmarks belonging to the same facial component have much
stronger correlations. If they are reﬁned separately, each point will need an individual
model which is not eﬃcient. Besides, these separate models cannot learn the correlations between the components well so that deteriorate the accuracy. So we believe
that landmarks for each facial component are the smallest landmark subsets that can
be studied and processed separately. If they are reﬁned individually, the lack of global
or regional information may cause severe failure and will take huge space. Because of
this, the input face image is segmented into smaller regions containing diﬀerent facial
components using landmark predictions from the ﬁrst level, e.g. eye, mouth, nose
regions. Then the corresponding second level networks will do landmark reﬁnement
within these regions.
For all previous work on facial landmark localization using convolutional neural
network cascade, their second or latter level subnetworks take regional images obtained from the previous level as the only input, such as [46] and [36]. For example,
their second level mouth region subnetwork can only have mouth region image as
the input and the mouth region image is obtained by the mouth landmark prediction
from the ﬁrst level network. Because of this, second level networks can only extract
features from corresponding local regions and have no information from outside the
region. However, as mentioned above, since facial landmarks are mutually correlated
even between diﬀerent facial components, networks taking cropped regional image
patch as the only input loses relevant global information that helps the network to
ﬁnd the correct positions of facial landmarks. Because of this, landmark predictions
from the subnetworks may sacriﬁce some accuracy or obtain even worse prediction
than previous level output, especially for deformable facial components (e.g., mouth)
or face images that are regionally occluded or corrupted.
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Fig. 4.4. Overview of the proposed human facial landmark localization system.
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(b) The proposed network cascade structure.

Fig. 4.5. Comparison of conventional and proposed network cascade structure.
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To tackle this problem, a novel architecture of convolutional neural networks cascade is proposed. In the novel network cascade architecture, for the subnetworks not
in the ﬁrst level, instead of having a regional cropped image as the only input, both
regional image and high-level features containing global information from previous
level networks are fed to the subnetworks. The comparison of conventional network
cascade structure and the proposed novel network cascade structure is illustrated in
Fig. 4.5. By doing this, subnetworks can have both local and global information as
input. In this work, landmark coordinates obtained from previous level network is
chosen as the high-level features containing global information as shown in Fig 4.6.
The reason for the choice is that by doing so, during training, the high level features
can be obtained directly from training data ground truth instead of from previous
networks, so that each of the networks in diﬀerent levels can be trained easily and
independently. With the proposed novel network cascade structure, the problem is
solved and the experimental results demonstrate its superiority over previous work.

Regional cropping
second level
. - - - - - - - . . . . : . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - ; ~I subnetwork1

face
image

first level
network

- -- . second level _ _ __

1-----1-- - •• subnetwork2
second level
...__ __ subnetwork3

Fig. 4.6. Novel cascaded neural networks with additional input to
second level subnetworks.

In this work, the second level subnetworks extract global and regional features
and generate regional reﬁned landmark predictions within the corresponding regions.
These reﬁned landmark points are then combined to generate ﬁnal landmark points
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prediction. 68 point conﬁguration is used in training and predicting. However the
system can easily be retrained to generate predictions for other annotation conﬁgurations, for example, 51 points and 49 points.
In order to avoid overﬁtting and make the landmark localization system more
robust, we also developed powerful data augmentation techniques for training the
cascaded networks. This makes the landmark localization system robust to large
variance of input face images as well as variant initial face bounding boxes given
by diﬀerent face detectors. And since both ﬁrst level and second level networks
are trained to be robust to variant head angles and poses, in our work face/facial
component alignment such as canonical orientation transformation is not used. The
details of the networks are described in the following subsections.

4.3.2

First Level Network

As discussed above, the facial landmark localization system consists of three parts:
face detector, ﬁrst level convolutional neural network and second level convolutional
neural networks. Each part can be designed and deployed in the system separately.
The ﬁrst level network aims at making an overall prediction for all facial landmarks.
In this work, the network is designed following the classic VGG style convolutional
neural network structure. Hyper-parameter values for the ﬁrst level network such as
the number of layers, the number of kernels in each convolutional layers and number
of units in fully connected layers are determined through cross-validation. Variant
models with diﬀerent hyper-parameter values are deﬁned and checked through ﬁvefolds cross-validation. The network with a good balance of accuracy and model size
is selected as the ﬁrst level convolutional neural network. Its architecture is shown in
Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7. First level network architecture.
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The ﬁrst level network takes 3-channel 128 × 128 image as input and outputs an
array with 136 elements which are 68-points landmark coordinates for the whole face.
The array is arranged as,
[x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , x3 , y3 , ...., x68 , y68 ]

(4.1)

in which xi and yi represent the coordinates of ith landmark point.
It consists of 8 convolutional layers following 2 fully connected layers. 4 maxpooling layers are inserted to reduce the dimensionality of feature maps but retain
the most important information. Rectiﬁed Linear Unit (ReLU) is used after each
convolutional layer and fully connected layer except for the output layer. All the
convolutional layers have kernel size 3 × 3 with stride 1. The reason to use small 3
× 3 kernel size is that with the same model size, it can have more layers which result
in more non-linearities and more capacity comparing with the networks using larger
kernels. The technique of Dropout [49] is used between the two fully connected layers
during training.
According to the generated 68 point landmark coordinates, bounding boxes containing each facial components can be derived. The original image is then cropped
by the bounding boxes and fed second level subnetworks. Besides, the obtained landmark coordinates are normalized according to the corresponding facial component
bounding boxes and fed to the second level subnetworks as well.

4.3.3

Second Level Networks

Since second level subnetworks will only need to focus on smaller regions and do
local reﬁnement, it can have simpler and shallower network structure comparing with
the ﬁrst level network to obtain smaller model size and save space. As discussed above,
the novel second level subnetworks take both regional images and high-level features
from the ﬁrst level network. Regional images containing diﬀerent facial components
have the regional information for second level subnetworks. They are obtained by
cropping the original image with components’ bounding boxes deﬁned according to
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Table 4.1.
First level network architecture
Layer Name

Layer Speciﬁcation

INPUT

128*128*3

CONV1

3*3*32

MAX-POOL1

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV2

3*3*64

CONV3

3*3*64

MAX-POOL2

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV4

3*3*64

CONV5

3*3*64

MAX-POOL3

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV6

3*3*128

CONV7

3*3*128

MAX-POOL4
CONV8

2*2*1, stride 2
3*3*256

FC1

1024

FC2

136
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the ﬁrst level landmark predictions. And we use normalized landmark coordinates
from the ﬁrst level output layer as the global high-level feature to be input to second
level networks. To avoid landmark predictions from ﬁrst level interfering second level
subnetworks’ predictions too much, the corresponding landmark coordinates that are
going to be predicted by the second level subnetwork are excluded from the input
ﬁrst level landmark coordinates. It is very likely that after normalization by the
corresponding facial components bounding boxes, all the landmark coordinates fed
to the second level networks contain negative values.
Second level subnetworks are also designed following VGG structure similar to the
ﬁrst level network. In order to eﬀectively combine local and global features, modiﬁcations are made to the structure which are shown in Fig. 4.9. The corresponding
regional cropped image is inputted to the second level network. Then the image is
processed through a series of convolutional layers. The obtained high-level features
from the last convolutional layer is stretched to a one-dimensional array and is then
concatenated with the landmark coordinates from ﬁrst level network to form a new
larger 1D array containing both local and global features. This array is then fed to a
series of fully connected layers which will generate ﬁnal landmark predictions.
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Fig. 4.8. Novel second level subnetwork architecture.
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Fig. 4.9. The method to combine local and global information in
second level subnetworks.

The detailed structure of the proposed novel second level subnetworks is shown in
Table. 4.2 and Fig. 4.8. As discussed above, second level networks are designed to
have smaller size compared with the ﬁrst level network. They take one 3-channel 64 ×
64 image as input and outputs an array containing landmark coordinates for the corresponding facial component. It consists of 6 convolutional layers and 3 max-pooling
layers following 2 fully connected layers. The output from the last convolutional layer
is stretched to a 1D vector containing 1152 elements and is concatenated with a 1D
vector with 136 − 2n elements which are the normalized landmark coordinates from
the ﬁrst level network. n is the number of landmarks that the corresponding second
level network is going to predict. The new 1D vector is then fed to the ﬁrst fully
connected layer FC1 and FC2 will make the landmark prediction. At last, landmark
coordinates from all second level networks are combined with face contour landmarks
from ﬁrst level network to form the ﬁnal prediction.
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Table 4.2.
Second level network architecture
Layer Name

Layer Speciﬁcation

INPUT

64*64*3

CONV1

3*3*32

POOL1

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV2

3*3*64

CONV3

3*3*64

POOL2

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV4

3*3*64

CONV5

3*3*64

POOL3

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV6

3*3*128

Concatenate

CONV6 output + 136 - 2n

FC1

512

FC2

2n
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4.4

Data Preparation and Training

4.4.1

Public Dataset for Facial Landmark Localization

There are many public datasets for facial landmark localization. Since this work
is using 68 point annotation, only the datasets with available 68 point annotation
are used as shown in Table. 4.3. In total 10831 distinct raw training images with 68
point annotations are used to train and test the networks.
Table 4.3.
Public datasets with 68 point annotation in use
Dataset Name Number of Annotated Images

4.4.2

300-W [50]

600

AFW [39]

337

HELEN [51]

2000

IBUG

185

LFPW [29]

1035

MENPO [52]

6674

Total

10831

Data Cleaning

However, the data samples in the datasets in use are not perfect. Some samples’
ground truth annotations are not accurate enough to be used to train the networks.
It is observed that the ground truth for facial components like nose and eyebrow are
usually accurate. However, the ground truth for eyes, mouth and face outline are
more likely to be inaccurate. To eliminate the inaccurate samples and make full use
of the accurate samples, manual data cleaning is involved in this work. To be more
speciﬁc, each data sample is visually checked and categorized into diﬀerent subsets.
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These subsets are then used in diﬀerent phases of networks training according to its
characteristics. The categories are listed and explained below. The details of data
cleaning results are shown in Table. 4.4.
• Accurate: Data samples with acceptable ground truth accuracy are categorized in this subset. They will be used in both ﬁrst and second level networks’
training. Examples are shown in Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10. Training samples of accurate category.

• Rare: Data samples with extreme pose, unusual expressions, and other uncommon characteristics while having acceptable ground truth accuracy are categorized in this subset. Since data in this categories can help networks deal with
more challenging circumstances and overcome network overﬁtting, they are used
to generate more training samples during data augmentation. And they will also
be used in both ﬁrst and second level networks’ training. Examples are shown
in Fig. 4.11.
• Eye inaccurate: Data samples with inaccurate ground truth for eyes are categorized in this subset. They will not be used in the training of second level
eye region network. Examples are shown in Fig. 4.12.
• Mouth inaccurate: Data samples with inaccurate ground truth for mouth are
categorized in this subset. They will not be used in the training of second level
mouth region network. Examples are shown in Fig. 4.13.
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Fig. 4.11. Training samples of rare category.

Fig. 4.12. Training samples of eye inaccurate category.

Fig. 4.13. Training samples of mouth inaccurate category.

• Face outline inaccurate: Data samples with inaccurate ground truth for face
outline are categorized in this subset. They will not be used in the training of
ﬁrst level network. Examples are shown in Fig. 4.14.
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Fig. 4.14. Training samples of face outline inaccurate category.

• Inaccurate: Data samples with more than one inaccurate facial components
(including face outline) are categorized in this subset. They will be determined
where to use when needed. Examples are shown in Fig. 4.15.

Fig. 4.15. Training samples of inaccurate category.
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Table 4.4.
Categories for data cleaning
Categories

4.4.3

Number of Images

Total before cleaning

10173

Accurate

7759

Rare

709

Eye inaccurate

206

Mouth inaccurate

172

Face outline inaccurate

360

Inaccurate

967

Data Augmentation and Preprocessing

Fig. 4.16. Bounding box random expansion.

To train the networks to be robust and avoid overﬁtting, a set of data augmentation techniques are developed and used for the training of both ﬁrst and second level
networks. For the ﬁrst stage network, to decouple network performance with particular face detector, no face detector is involved in generating face bounding boxes for
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training data. A novel bounding box random expansion data augmentation method
is developed for training the networks as shown in Fig. 4.16. Firstly, the tightest
bounding box containing all ground truth landmarks is generated as the initial face
bounding box. Then the four boundary of the bounding box are randomly shifted
outwards to left, right, top, and bottom respectively. In this work, the maximum
shift for left/right sides and top/bottom sides is 0.3 of the width and height of the
initial face bounding box. Finally, the augmented training image sample is obtained
by cropping with the expanded face bounding box and resizing to the network input size. By using bounding box expansion method, the same data augmentation
performance can be obtained as the combination of conventional data augmentation
methods, i.e., random cropping, random translation, random scaling, and random
stretching. However, bounding box expansion method is much simpler and easier
to apply on landmark localization and similar problems than the conventional data
augmentation methods set. This is because, for landmark localization problems, data
augmentation should be applied to image and landmarks consistently and simultaneously and need to be guaranteed that all the ground truth landmarks are inside the
augmented image.
Besides, for each training image, random rotation and random Gaussian blurring
are applied before bounding box expansion for diﬀerent augmentation purposes. The
center of the face is calculated ﬁrst, and random rotation is applied around this center.
By applying random rotation and random blurring on training data, networks trained
with the data will be more robust to diﬀerent face angle and illumination conditions.
At last, a horizontally ﬂipped image is generated from each augmented training sample
and added to the training dataset. By doing so, the training data is doubled. The
same data augmentation methods are used for the training of second level networks
and the only diﬀerence is that the augmentation for the second level is based on each
facial component region instead of the whole face. Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18 show the
augmented training image examples using the proposed method for ﬁrst and second
level network respectively. Superior robustness of networks can be obtained by using
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(a) Sample original raw training image.

(b) Sample augmented whole face training images with ground truth landmark
points annotated. Bounding box random expansion, random rotation and random blurring are applied.

Fig. 4.17. 1st level whole face training image examples using proposed
training data augmentation method.
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(a) Sample original raw training image.

(b) Sample augmented mouth region training images with ground truth landmark points annotated. Bounding box random expansion, random rotation and
random blurring are applied.

Fig. 4.18. 2nd level mouth region training image examples using proposed training data augmentation method.
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this method for training data augmentation. Fig. 4.19 shows the comparison of
networks trained using the proposed data augmentation method and trained using
ground truth face bounding boxes which is used in a lot of previous work. It can
be seen that the network trained with the proposed data augmentation method has
great robustness to diﬀerent detected face bounding boxes. It can make accurate
landmark predictions with diﬀerent initial face bounding box while the performance
of the network trained with ground truth face bounding box highly depends on the
initial face bounding box. It demonstrates that our networks can be easily cascaded
with any reasonable face detector without being retrained but still obtain very good
performance.

(a) Prediction of the network trained using ground truth bounding box (the left most one).

(b) Prediction of the network trained using proposed data augmentation method.

Fig. 4.19. Landmark prediction examples with diﬀerent initial face bounding boxes.

Since these data augmentation methods are independent and applied with random
values, theoretically inﬁnite number of diﬀerent training images can be generated from
one training sample. In this work, we manually divide the whole training dataset
into two subsets: normal augmentation set and strong augmentation set. Normal
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augmentation set contains common training samples and strong augmentation set
contains rare and challenging training samples such as rare and challenging head
poses, facial expressions and illuminations. A larger number of training samples
are generated from each sample belonging to strong augmentation set than normal
augmentation set. By doing so the networks can better generalize from training data,
avoid over-ﬁtting, and have accurate predictions for uncommon faces.
Other than data augmentation, a series of data preprocessing methods are applied
on the training data. After data augmentation, ﬁrstly, the image is cropped and the
landmarks are normalized according to its bounding box. The ground truth landmark
coordinates are relative to the original input image. In order to train a speciﬁc
network, the landmark coordinates need to be normalized based on its corresponding
bounding box. For the ﬁrst level and second level networks, it is face bounding box
or corresponding facial component bounding box respectively. For example, an input
image of size m × n is detected with a face bounding box whose top left corner
coordinate is [xbbox , ybbox ], width w and height h. One ground truth landmark point
coordinates relative to the image is [x, y]. Then the normalized landmark coordinate
xnorm and ynorm relative to the bounding box are
x − xbbox
w
y − ybbox
=
h

xnorm =

(4.2)

ynorm

(4.3)

The values of xnorm and ynorm are within [0, 1] if the landmark point is inside the
bounding box. If it is outside the bounding box, values higher than 1 or lower than
0 may occur. Fig. 4.20 illustrates how the landmark coordinates are normalized.
The same landmark normalization process is applied on both ﬁrst and second level
networks using the corresponding bounding boxes. It should be noted that the output
landmark coordinate predictions from the networks are also normalized by its input
image size and are usually within [0, 1] since the networks do the landmark prediction
within its corresponding bounding boxes.
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Fig. 4.20. Landmark coordinates normalization relative to the bounding box.

Besides, the pixel-wise mean value of all training image samples is calculated and
subtracted from all the training samples. In this work, 3-channel color images are
used for network training. So the pixel-wise RGB mean value is calculated and then
subtracted from all training samples. By doing this, the training data will have zeromean value and will beneﬁt the training. After this, all cropped training samples
are resized to the input size of the corresponding network. At last, all the training
samples are shuﬄed before starting training to avoid local minimum during training
process.

4.4.4

Networks Training

In this work, deep learning framework Caﬀe is used to build, train and test the
proposed system. For all the networks, Euclidean loss is chosen to be the loss function
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for network training. Euclidean loss is the sum of squares of diﬀerences of its two
inputs:
N
1 X 1
loss =
||x − xi2 ||22
2N i=1 i

(4.4)

where in this work, x1 is the network output array and x2 is the array of ground
truth. N is the number of elements in the network output array. For the ﬁrst level
network N = 136, and for second level networks, N equals to 2 times the number of
landmarks the network outputs.
Each network in ﬁrst and second level is trained separately. For the ﬁrst level,
face images are cropped about based on 68 point ground truth landmarks and used
for training. And for the second level networks, images containing facial components
are cropped out and used for training. For all the networks, the dataset is divided
into a training set which contains 80% of data samples and a testing set which contains 20% of the images. stochastic gradient descent with momentum is used for the
optimization process. Four Nvidia Titan Xp GPUs are used simultaneously to train
the models. On each GPU, the batch size is 256 making the eﬀective batch size 1024.

4.5

Experimental Result
The accuracy of the ﬁtting results was measured by the point-to-point RMS error

between each ﬁtted shape and the ground truth annotations, normalized by the faces
interocular distance, as proposed in [39]. Speciﬁcally, by denoting the ﬁtted and
ground truth shapes respectively, then the error between them is computed as:
PN q f
g 2
f
g 2
i=1 (xi − xi ) + (yi − yi )
RM SE =
(4.5)
N douter
where douter is the interocular distance computed as the Euclidean distance between
the outer points of each eye, as shown in Fig. 4.21. N is the number of landmark
points in predictions, in this work N is 68. xfi and yif are the predicted coordinates
for ith landmark point. xgi and yig are the ground truth coordinates for ith landmark
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point. For the 68 point landmark conﬁguration, the interocular distance is the distance between point 37 and point 46 which are the outer eye corners and is deﬁned
as
p
g
g 2
douter = (xg37 − xg46 )2 + (y37
− y46
)

(4.6)

Fig. 4.21. Interocular distance is deﬁned as the distance between the
outer points of the eyes.

Since mouth is the most complicated and deformable component on face and its
failure cases have been shown before, the comparison of mouth landmark predictions
by ﬁrst level network, conventional one-input (mouth region image) second level subnetwork, and proposed novel two-inputs second level subnetwork are shown in Table.
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(a) Mouth landmark prediction of ﬁrst level network.

(b) Mouth landmark prediction of conventional second level network with only one input (mouth
region image).

(c) Mouth landmark prediction of proposed second level network with two inputs (mouth region
image and landmark coordinates from ﬁrst level network).

Fig. 4.22. Comparison of mouth landmark prediction from diﬀerent networks.

4.5 and Fig. 4.22. It can be seen that for mouth region landmarks, the prediction
from conventional second level network with one input has even higher error than
the prediction from ﬁrst level network. As discussed before, this is because that
the conventional second level network lacks global information as input so that is
diﬃcult make accurate predictions. And the proposed novel second level network
has the best performance compared with ﬁrst level network and conventional second
level networks. This demonstrates the success of the proposed network cascade with
additional high-level features as additional input to the subnetworks.
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Table 4.5.
Comparison of mouth landmark prediction accuracy on 300-W test dataset
Landmark predictions

Mouth landmark mean RMSE (%)

1st level network

3.935

Conventional 2nd level network (one input)

3.941

Proposed 2nd level network (two inputs)

3.479

To evaluate the performance of our facial landmark localization system using
conventional neural network cascade, 300-W test dataset is used. We compared our
methods with recent state-of-the-arts on 300-W dataset in Table. 4.6. It shows
that our method has the highest accuracy among these methods. Fig. 4.23 gives
some examples from test dataset. It can be seen that the test dataset contains great
variations in pose, expressions and lighting conditions and our system is very robust
and able to give accurate facial landmark predictions.

4.6

Conclusion
In this chapter, we present a facial landmark localization system using novel con-

volutional neural network cascade. In our method, two CNN levels are carefully
designed to form coarse-to-ﬁne cascaded networks and second level subnetworks take
both regional and global features for more robust and accurate landmark predictions.
Besides, a novel data augmentation method for facial landmark localization is presented to make the network robust to diﬀerent input face images and initial face
bounding boxes. The experiment result shows the state-of-the-art performance of
the proposed method which demonstrates its superiority over other facial landmark
localization algorithms.
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Table 4.6.
Mean RMSE (%) comparison of state-of-the-art approaches on 300-W dataset
Method

Common Subset

Challenging Subset Full Set

SDM [43]

5.57

15.40

7.52

CFAN [53]

5.50

16.78

7.69

LBF [44]

4.95

11.98

6.32

CFSS [45]

4.73

9.98

5.76

TCDCN [47]

4.80

8.60

5.54

Fan et al. [46]

4.76

8.25

5.45

Honari et al. [54]

4.67

8.44

5.41

Lai et al. [55]

4.07

8.29

4.90

Chen et al. [38]

3.73

7.12

4.47

Ours

3.42

6.23

4.18
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Fig. 4.23. Test image examples with 68 points facial landmark prediction.
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5. FRONTAL AND PROFILE FACIAL LANDMARK
JOINT LOCALIZATION
5.1

Introduction
As demonstrated in the Chapter 4, the proposed human facial landmark localiza-

tion system can implement accurate and robust real-time facial landmark detection.
However, the 68 points facial landmark conﬁguration the system uses to train and do
landmark localization is based on frontal or semi-frontal face appearance. Because
of this, for faces which are not frontal and a subset of the 68 facial points are not
visible (occluded by face itself), for example, proﬁle faces, the existing system cannot
do landmark localization properly. Example failure cases are shown in Fig. 5.1. As
illustrated, the input faces are all proﬁle faces. A portion of facial landmarks are
invisible. However, since the system is trained with 68 points frontal faces, it still
does predictions for all 68 points facial landmarks, and the predictions for the invisible ones are shifted. Because of this, 68 points frontal facial landmark conﬁguration
is not appropriate for proﬁle face landmark localization. As a result, new landmark
annotation conﬁguration for proﬁle faces is needed for training networks to do proﬁle
face landmark localization.
Most current public datasets for facial landmark localization are for frontal faces.
Recently, a benchmark for both frontal and proﬁle landmark localization is established. The benchmark called MENPO benchmark [48, 52] made an important step
further for comprehensive multi-pose landmark localization and released a large set
of proﬁle face data with 39 points conﬁguration. By training with MENPO proﬁle
face datasets, networks will be able to detect appropriate landmark points for proﬁle
faces. The 39 points proﬁle face landmark conﬁguration is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.1. Proﬁle face failure examples using 68 points landmark localization system.
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(a) Frontal face 68 points landmark conﬁguration.

(b) Proﬁle face 39 points landmark conﬁguration.

Fig. 5.2. 68 points and 39 points facial landmark conﬁgurations for
frontal face and proﬁle face.
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In order to do reasonable landmark localization for both frontal and proﬁle faces,
two networks trained with 68 points frontal face data and 39 points proﬁle face data
respectively are needed. To realize frontal/proﬁle face simultaneous localization, a
system combining both frontal and proﬁle face networks as well as a frontal/proﬁle
face classiﬁer is proposed and built. The details of the system will be discussed in
the following sections.

5.2

System Overview
The proposed frontal and proﬁle joint localization system consists of four parts,

face detector, frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer, frontal face landmark localization network, and proﬁle face landmark localization network. As illustrated in Fig. 5.3,
a frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer is cascaded following the face detector. Two facial
landmark localization networks for frontal and proﬁle faces respectively are cascaded
following the classiﬁer.

Frontal face

Image

-

Face detector

-

I

Frontal face
landmark
localization
network

Frontal / profile
face classifier

I
Profile face

l
Landmark prediction

Profile face
landmark
localization
network

l

Fig. 5.3. Frontal and proﬁle facial landmark joint localization system.

Faces in input images are detected by the face detector. Each of the detected
faces is input to the frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer. A convolutional neural network
based classiﬁer is trained to distinguish between frontal and proﬁle faces. If the
detected face is frontal, the face image will be input to the frontal face landmark
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localization network for facial landmark prediction. If the detected face is proﬁle face,
the face image will be input to the proﬁle face landmark localization network for facial
landmark prediction. So based on the angle of an input face, only one corresponding
landmark prediction is obtained, either 68 points frontal face landmark prediction or
39 points proﬁle face landmark prediction.
The same CNN based face detector is used in the frontal/proﬁle facial landmark
joint detection system as the one used in the human facial landmark localization system discussed in Chapter 4. And for the frontal face landmark localization network,
the cascaded convolutional neural network proposed in Chapter 4 is used. The details of frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer and proﬁle face landmark localization network
are discussed in the following sections.

5.3

Frontal/Proﬁle Face Classiﬁer
In this work, a convolutional neural network is trained as the frontal/proﬁle face

classiﬁer. A VGG style network architecture is designed and shown in Table. 5.1.
The input of the network is a 128 × 128 3-channel image. The network consists of
8 convolutional layers, 4 max-pooling layers and 2 fully connected layers. The last
fully connected layer FC2 has two neurons which will generate the likelihoods that
input face belongs to frontal face and proﬁle face. Following the last fully connected
layer, a softmax layer is used to obtain the normalized possibilities that the input
face belongs to frontal face and proﬁle face. The normalized possibilities obtained
from softmax layer is given by the softmax function:
e sk
P (Y = k) = P sj
je

(5.1)

where P (Y ) is the classiﬁcation possibility for category Y . In this work, since only
frontal face and proﬁle face are classiﬁed, Y ∈ {0, 1}. sk is the output value from
kth neuron in the last fully connected layer. It should be noted that, the normalized
possibility of each category obtained from softmax layer add up to 1. In this work,
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Table 5.1.
Frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer architecture
Layer Name

Layer Speciﬁcation

INPUT

128*128*3

CONV1

3*3*32

MAX-POOL1

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV2

3*3*64

CONV3

3*3*64

MAX-POOL2

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV4

3*3*64

CONV5

3*3*64

MAX-POOL3

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV6

3*3*128

CONV7

3*3*128

MAX-POOL4

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV8

3*3*256

FC1

1024

FC2

2

Softmax

2

P (Y = 0) + P (Y = 1) = 1. And if P (Y = 0) > P (Y = 1), the face is categorized as
a frontal face, otherwise it is categorized as a proﬁle face.
During testing, softmax function is used to generate normalized classiﬁcation possibility. And during training, softmax loss function is utilized as the loss function for
the network’s optimization. The softmax loss function is,
e sk
P
)
Li = − log(
sj
je

(5.2)
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N
1 X
L=
Li
N i=1

(5.3)

where Li is the loss for ith category. And ﬁnal loss for optimization is the mean
loss L of all categories. In order to avoid overﬁtting problem, it is common to add a
regularization term R(W ) in the loss function,
N
1 X
L=
Li + R(W )
N i=1

(5.4)

where W represents the parameters or weights of the proposed network. L2 regularization which is the squared sum of all network weights is usually used as the
regularization term R(W ), and is used in this work. During training, stochastic
gradient descent is applied using the loss function L.
To train the network, frontal and proﬁle face images are collected from several
public datasets as shown in Table. 5.2. Frontal and proﬁle face images are categorized
in MENPO training and testing datasets [52]. UMD dataset [56] provides yaw angle
for face images and can be used to distinguish between frontal and proﬁle faces.
Same data augmentation techniques as mentioned in Chapter 4 are applied on the
data, which are bounding box random expansion, random rotation, random blurring,
and horizontal ﬂipping. Since proﬁle face images are less than frontal face images,
more samples are generated from proﬁle face images using stronger data augmentation. After data augmentation, around 500000 data samples are generated for frontal
and proﬁle face respectively. Similar training process as discussed in Chapter 4 is
used to train the classiﬁer.
1000 randomly picked test images (500 frontal face image, 500 proﬁle face image)
are used to test the trained classiﬁer. 97.4% classiﬁcation accuracy is obtained for
the classiﬁer.

11483
12006
361002

MENPO testing dataset [52]

UMD dataset [56]

Note

6866

Face yaw angle provided

4253 frontal/proﬁle categorized

2300 frontal/proﬁle categorized

Frontal image number Proﬁle image number

MENPO training dataset [52]

Dataset Name

Table 5.2.
Public datasets used for frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer training
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5.4

Proﬁle Face Landmark Localization Network
In this work, a VGG style network similar as the ﬁrst level network of the frontal

facial landmark localization network cascade is designed and used as the proﬁle face
landmark localization network. The network’s detailed architecture is shown in Table.
5.3. The input of the network is a 128 × 128 3-channel image. The network consists
of 8 convolutional layers, 4 max-pooling layers, and 2 fully connected layers. The last
fully connected layer FC2 consists of 78 neurons and will output the coordinates of
39 proﬁle face landmarks.
1805 training images and 345 testing images are obtained from MENPO dataset.
Same data augmentation and preprocessing methods as discussed in Chapter 4 are
used in the training of the network. After data augmentation, total 270750 training
samples are generated for network training. Example test images with 39 points
proﬁle facial landmark prediction using the trained network are shown in Fig. 5.4.

5.5

Conclusion
In this chapter, a frontal and proﬁle facial landmark joint localization system

is proposed and built. For the frontal landmark localization, 68 points frontal face
landmark localization network cascade introduced in Chapter 4 is directly used in the
system. A convolutional neural network trained with 39 points landmark proﬁle face
images is used to do proﬁle face landmark localization. To realize the real-time frontal
and proﬁle face joint landmark localization, a frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer is designed
and trained. With input face images of diﬀerent face yaw angle, either frontal or
proﬁle landmark localization network will be used based on the classiﬁcation result
from the classiﬁer. Experiments show that the system is able to do robust real-time
frontal and proﬁle facial landmark joint localization with a smooth transition.
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Table 5.3.
Proﬁle face landmark localization network architecture
Layer Name

Layer Speciﬁcation

INPUT

128*128*3

CONV1

3*3*32

MAX-POOL1

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV2

3*3*64

CONV3

3*3*64

MAX-POOL2

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV4

3*3*64

CONV5

3*3*64

MAX-POOL3

2*2*1, stride 2

CONV6

3*3*128

CONV7

3*3*128

MAX-POOL4
CONV8

2*2*1, stride 2
3*3*256

FC1

1024

FC2

78
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Fig. 5.4. Test image examples with 39 points proﬁle facial landmark prediction.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, we investigated several halftoning algorithms based on human
vision system and proposed a novel human facial landmark localization system for
better face analysis in computer vision realm.
In Chapter 2, we developed a novel 3D DBS halftoning algorithm. By introducing
the 3D HVS ﬁlter and on-surface lookup table, it is able to quickly and eﬃciently
halftone a 3D object surface without 3D to 2D mapping. By taking advantage of
the concept of 2D DBS and extend it to 3D, this 3D DBS halftoning algorithm can
yield excellent halftone quality almost the same as 2D DBS, which is better than
most other halftoning algorithms regarding halftone quality. However, in order to
experimentally and scientiﬁcally compare and evaluate the halftone quality of 3D
halftones, an advanced 3D halftone visualization, and evaluation tool is needed and
is being developed.
In Chapter 3, we investigated a new method of designing a threshold matrix
named Direct Element Swap method. Diﬀerent from conventional level by level design
methods like void-and-cluster and matrix design using DBS algorithm, this method
designs the threshold matrix by directly swapping its elements to minimize the total
error metric over all gray levels. So far it has been proved of competitive halftone
quality as the conventional level-by-level DBS designing method. And by adding the
parameter of weight for each gray level, it will be given more freedom and control in
the matrix design process. Besides, by using Direct Element Swap method, threshold
matrix can be designed through being trained by real images, which has also been
investigated.
In Chapter 4, we present a facial landmark localization system using novel convolutional neural network cascade. In our method, two CNN levels are carefully
designed to form coarse-to-ﬁne cascaded networks and second level subnetworks will
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take both regional and global features for more accurate landmark predictions. Besides, a novel data augmentation method for facial landmark localization is presented
and makes the network robust to diﬀerent input face images and initial face bounding
boxes. The experiment result shows the state-of-the-art performance of the proposed
method which demonstrates its superiority.
In Chapter 5, a frontal and proﬁle facial landmark joint localization system is
introduced. The network designed in Chapter 4 only works for frontal or semi-frontal
face images. Its landmark predictions fail if the input face is proﬁle face or a subset of
landmarks are invisible. To tackle this, a network for proﬁle face landmark localization
is designed. To realize frontal and proﬁle facial landmark joint localization according
to the input face yaw angle, a frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer is built and used in the
system. Experimental results show that the system can do frontal and proﬁle facial
landmark joint localization successfully.
To summarize, the major contribution of the work is listed below
• 3D DBS halftoning
– Developed a novel 3D halftoning algorithm based on DBS for 3D surface
halftoning used in 3D printers.
– Developed 3D visualization tools for evaluating the quality of 3D halftoned
surface.
• Direct Element Swap algorithm for threshold matrix design
– Developed a novel halftone threshold matrix design algorithm called Direct
Element Swap method.
– Reached state-of-the-art halftoning performance with more ﬂexibility during matrix design process
– Investigated designing a threshold matrix through training it with real
images, by using Direct Element Swap method.
• Human facial landmark localization system
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– Developed a human facial landmark localization system based on novel
convolutional neural network cascade with both local and global information input to each subnetwork.
– Proposed a novel data augmentation method for facial landmark localization making the system much more robust to variant input face images
and initial face bounding boxes.
– The proposed system outperforms other state-of-the-art real-time facial
landmark localization methods on 300-W public test datasets.
• Frontal and proﬁle facial landmark joint localization
– Developed a frontal and proﬁle facial landmark joint localization system
consisting of face detector, frontal/proﬁle face classiﬁer, frontal facial landmark localization network and proﬁle facial landmark localization network.
– The proposed system successfully realized real time frontal and proﬁle
facial landmark joint localization.
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